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Professional selling involves a series of
seven distinct steps
≈

Finding and qualifying potential customers.

Prospecting
≈

Prospecting is finding and qualifying potential customers. Qualifying is the process of determining whether a potential customer has a need or want that
the company can fulfill, and whether the potential client can afford the product.

Generating sales leads is hard (FYI)
• Networking at events
• Speaking at events
• Client referrals
• PPC Campaigns
• Website porFolio
• Consider forming “alliances” with complementary vendors
• Website footer links

Prospecting Tips!
≈

Preparing for the initial contact with a potential customer.

Do your homework on the potential client.
• Check out their website
• Google them
• Search Twitter
• Who are their competition
• LinkedIn: Does anyone you trust follow their company?
Proper preparation takes time, but it’s worth it when you can impress your prospect.

Preparation
≈

Preparation involves preparing for the initial contact with a potential customer. You will need to collect and study relevant information such as product
descriptions, prices, and competitor information.

First face-to-face / phone / email interaction with potential
customer.
•
•

Pay attention to how the customer wants to be contacted.
Don’t wait too long before contacting.

Approach
≈

Approach is the first face-to-face interaction you will have with the potential customer. The idea behind all of these approaches is to get the prospect
involved in the interaction quickly.

Listening to pain points of the potential client and
demonstrating how your product can meet those needs.

Presentation
≈

Presentation is actively listening to the needs and wants of the potential customer and demonstrating how your product can meet those needs and wants.

Focus on addressing a potential clients concerns.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Price (we have $x budgeted for this project, can you do it for x?)
Timeline (can you launch my website in x weeks)
Team size (do you have enough people to build my project and meet my
deadline?)
You are not local, I want to come into your oﬃce.
Do you outsource or is the work done in-house?
Do you have any experience building {insert feature} name?
Successful salespeople learn how to overcome objecYons through
preparaYon and having the right informaYon at hand to address them.

Handling objections
≈

Identifying closing signals from the prospect that indicate it's
decision time.
• Closing involves idenYfying closing signals from the prospect that indicate
it's decision Yme:
• How quickly can you get this project underway?
• How much money do you need to begin this project?
• Can we have your business?
• Yes, ask for the business.

Closing
≈

Create a solid relationship for future sales.

Follow-up
≈

Follow-up is building a long-term relationship with your customer for purposes of repeat sales.
For example, you make contact with the customer sometime after the sale and make sure the product was received and is in good condition. Again, the
idea is not to sell at this stage, but to create a solid relationship for future sales.

If you are really lucky a prospective client will send
you a project brief.
(a project brief in my opinion is a very detailed 2 - 3 page document, specifying company
background, pain points, and project requirements.)

Yay!
≈

If you are really UNLUCKY a prospective client
will send you an RFP.
Sometimes they include very specific instructions:
Proposals will be limited to 100 pages, printed one side only, single column with one inch
borders. Type size is limited to 12-point Helvetica.

Not Yay!
≈

Many RFP’s from large organizations are sent to a large number of agencies on an approved vendor list. i.e. 50+ agencies could be receiving the RFP.
Replying to an RFP can be quite a tedious process.
Many times large organizations are required to get a least 3 bids. Sometimes they already have a partner in mind or they go with the lowest bidder.

•Does your company offer the services?
•Do you have the capacity to meet the deadline?
•Can your company afford to win the business?
• Will it mean adding new people or buying new tools
•What will the impact be on existing clients?

Bid/No Bid Decision
≈

Develop and write your proposal.
•Introduction
•The executive summary / overview
•Team and experience
•Your process
•Technical section
•Explain exactly what are are offering and what you are not.
•Project Timeline
•Pricing section
•Next steps
Pro Tip! Manage and update your proposal template.

Proposals
≈

NEVER start a project without a contract
Your contract should cover:
• Costs and billing milestones
• Terminating projects
• Promise you make
• Promises you cannot make
• i.e. your website will amazing on IE6
• Who owns what and when they own it
• Payment terms
• Liability and Indemnification (i.e. making Disney go away)

Contracts
This is not legal advice, have a lawyer review your contract.

≈

•New Client
•Returning Client
•Client Referral

3 Types of New Business
≈

New Client
New client sales make me happy :)

≈

Returning Client
Returning client sales make me really happy.
Steven Gerrard, 2005 Champions League. Vs AC Milan in Istanbul

≈

Client Referral
≈

Client referral sales are the best kind of sale. Your client respects you and your work enough to put someone they know in touch with you.
When a client recommends you to a potential client, you carry a responsibility to that referrer. You need to do right by them.
If you mess up, you risk ruining 2 relationships.

•Potential client fills out your “Request a quote
form”.
•Account Manager reviews the project details and
does some initial research.
•Account Manager sets up a meeting with the
potential client to discuss their needs.

Web Agency Sales Cycle
≈

The Initial Call
≈

A potential client is trying to decide whether they want to work with you, and you’re trying to decide whether you want to work with them.
Is the project and client a good fit for your company?

•Ask the prospect to summarize the project
•Ask about their timeline
•Ask their budget
If these 3 things align, continue the conversation. If
not, close the call.

First 5 Minutes
≈

During first 5 minutes of the sales call, you should clarify the project requirements, launch date, and how much money they have to spend.
Based on the project scope, if the timeline is too tight or the budget is too low, thank them for their time and close the call by explaining why you are not a
good fit.
Note: If the budget is good, but the timeline is tight, suggest a rush fee.
Pro Tip! If the potential customer refuses to give you a project budget, walk away!

• Won’t tell you their budget

• They send you an RFP/RFQ**

• Says “that should be easy”

• Equity as payment

• Complains about their old web agency

• Promise of future work

• They ask for spec work

• Haggles over price

• Unrealistic expectations

• Asks for free work

Identifying Problem Clients
≈

Note: “They send you an RFP/RFQ” is not always an indication of a problem client. There are many great clients that send RFP’s.
There are certain situations when specific types of clients e.g. Government or Educational, will require you respond to an RFP, which can be tedious, and if
your agency is selected, you will be required sign their contract and abide by their billing terms which probably do not match yours.

•They value your skills and see you as an expert
•They have clear project goals
•Personality Fit
•We like each other

Choosing the Right Clients
≈

There is a mathematical equation that can predict
what will make you happy.
“what we expect and how strongly we expect it.”

Meet and exceed your clients expectations!

The Happiness Equation
≈

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/neuronarrative/201408/the-happiness-equation

• We begin every project with a kickoff meeting.
• We encourage the client to invite everyone who wants to attend, so
everyone gets a chance to speak their mind.

The Kickoff Meeting
≈

Your client should expect to:
• Project manage their side of the project
• Coordinate their team
• Provide all agreed-upon assets
• Question and challenge recommendations based on your business goals
• Make decisions based on work in progress
• Provide feedback in one voice
• Meet their deadlines

Clients Role
The client should also assign one person as the project manager.

≈

The project overview is a very high level view of the project
goals. We like to confirm nothing has changed since the
statement of work was approved.

Project Overview
≈

• Ross: planning / design
• Lyndsay: design / development
• John: development
• Declan: project management / main point of contact

Your Team
We introduce our team and our roles to the client.

≈

• Contract signed ✓ ✘
• Deposit received ✓ ✘

Contract & Deposit
≈

If the contract is not already signed or if the deposit check was not received, now is a good time to ask for them.

• Day-to-day communication
• Like email but everyone has access to all messages
• File uploads
• One point of contact (client name)
• Insert Basecamp link
• Tip! The #2 reason a project gets delayed is client feedback.
• Please take into consideration that you have your normal work, building
this website is extra work, A LOT extra.
• Momentum is great. Losing momentum is not great :(

Basecamp
≈

We explain Basecamp and how it will be used for communication throughout the project lifecycle.
Tip! Not all clients like Basecamp, many prefer to do things via email.

• Quick overview of project progress
• Weekly updates (Friday mornings)
• What tasks did we achieve this week?
• What tasks we expect to complete this week?
• Insert link to Panorama

Project Panorama
≈

We use Panorama to give our clients an overview of how we are progressing with their project. We break out all major milestones into smaller tasks. The
client can see how much of a specific task remains or if it’s complete.
Check out http://www.projectpanorama.com/

• Deposit 40% (issued before kickoff meeting)
• 20% issued at project 40% completion
• 20% issued at project 60% completion
• 20% issued at project 80% completion

Billing Milestones
Tip! Only launch the website, once all outstanding invoices have been paid.

≈

• If you ask for something new, that was not included in the original
statement of work, we will issue a change order for additional time.

Change Orders
≈

• During the project lifecycle, we will ask you to send us username and
passwords for your Hosting account, Domain Registrar, Mailing List
Manager, Social Accounts, and others, depending on your project scope.
• We totally understand. Sharing your user/pass with someone you just met
feels odd, but it does make the project a lot easier when we have full
access to these accounts.
• If you change your password at anytime during the project - let us
know!
• When we access these accounts, we only access the parts we need to,
and we would NEVER share your data or your account information.

Passwords
≈

• Kickoff meeting (Ross asks a lot of questions)
• Planning documents (do we understand your goals?)
• Sitemap
• Strategy document
• Wireframes
• Development environment

Discovery Phase
≈

During this part of the kickoff meeting the project discovery lead will ask a lot of project discovery questions.

• Homepage
• Inner page
• Blog > single post
• Blog > category archives
• We will work on the homepage design first, once it’s approved, we will
begin work on the remaining design concepts.
• Each concept includes two rounds of revisions.
• If additional revisions are needed, you will be billed at our standard
hourly rate.

Design Phase
≈

During this part of the kickoff meeting the lead designer will talk about the design templates.

• 3.7 will integrate 10 pages of content.
• Client name will be responsible for adding all other page content, this
includes text, images, videos, and documents.
• 3.7 will provide content management training.

Content Phase
≈

We explain the content phase. Here will mention again that content is the #1 reason a project will get delayed. The client will need to start working on
generating content straight away OR hire a copywriter to write the content. We will also let the client know about deadlines for content.

• 5 x HTML5 / CSS3 / WCAGII
page templates

• Contact Form
• Catering Inquiry Form

• Responsive theming

• Fundraising and donation form

• Menu Manager

• Virtual Tour

• Homepage and Food
Category Carousels

• Online Ordering

• Random Imagery Manager

• Reservations

• Location Selector

Development Phase
≈

In this part of the kickoff meeting, we will discuss the website functionality. We will refer back to the statement of work which includes detailed specs on
each piece of functionality .e.g, the content form will include 8 fields, etc…

Desktop testing

Responsive testing

• Firefox - Latest version on Mac
& PC

• iPhone / iPad
• Android Phone / Tablet

• Chrome - Latest version on
Mac & PC

• Windows Tablet

• Internet Explorer 11 on PC
• Edge - Latest version on PC
• Safari - Latest version on Mac

Testing Phase
≈

We discuss testing. We also reemphasize that we do not test in older browsers like IE6, if testing is required for older browsers or operating systems,
additional testing time will be required.

• Client Launch Approval
• Hosting Account Information
• Final Invoice Paid
• Launch Website
• Post Launch Testing

Launch Phase
≈

Tip! Never launch a website unless you have written approval from your client. Also, make sure you have received 100% payment + anything outstanding
for change orders.

• 1 and 3 month check in
• Once your website is launched, it will need to be maintained. If you would
like 3.7 to manage your website security and software updates, we offer
monthly site care plans.
• We will periodically review your site and Google Analytics account after
launch; so that we can suggest modifications to your site, so that it’s
continuously evolving.

Post Launch
≈

Thank you!
≈

